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One way pedestal kit

Four ways pedestal kit Five ways pedestal kit

Two ways pedestal kit Three ways pedestal kit

Bolt (A)

Weight (B)

Base (C)

Plate (D)
Spacer (D 1)

Brass

Clutch      25 (E)

Tube     20 (F)

Tube     20 (G)

Frieze (H)

1) Mounting the base
Insert the bolt (A) on the weight (B), next threading the base (C)      
- For the model of one way       screw the clutch (E) directly on the base
- For the model of two ways       interpose the plate (D) and tighten with the small brass, so screw the two clutches (E) with the       
   bolts M10x30 supplied with the other two holes in the plate (D)      
- For the model of three ways      interpose the plate (D) and the spacer (D¹) and tighten all with the central clutch, so screw       
  the two clutches remained with the bolts M10x30 supplied with the other two holes in the plate (D)         
- For the model of four ways interpose two plates (D) in orthogonal position between them with spacer (D1) and tighten 
   with the small bross, so screw the four clutches (E) with bolts supplied with the holes of the plates
 - For the model of five ways  interpose the two plates (D) in orthogonal position between them with spacer (D1) and tighten 
   all with the central clutch, so screw the four clutches (E) with bolts supplied with the other holes of the plates.
2) Mounting of the pole
    Screw the tubes (E) and (G) through them, so screw the endings of the poles as soon as mounted the brass or the friese (H)
   regarding the element supplied. tie the flag 
3) Complete packaging
    Screw the pole pre installed including the flag on the clutch (E)             
 
   
     
 

“Hi-Tech” Pedestal Indoor Kit 

“Hi-Tech” Pedestal Indoor Kit 
“Hi-Tech” pedestal indoor kit “Hi-Tech” pedestal indoor 
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